Language Arts 1 Assessment Answer Key

1. Underline the names in the sentence.  Pat  Pat

   There should be a box around the T (The) and the I (Is).

2. Answers will vary. May include:
   Pat is flat like a pancake.
   Pat is as sad as a lonely bunny rabbit.
   Pat is as mad as a hornet.

3. map ... pam, taps ... spat, nap ... pan, bat ... tab, dad ... dad, sag ... gas, pit ... tip


6. Answers will vary.

7. It’s, its, it’s, it’s
   Dictation answers will vary.

8. Answers will vary. May include ...
   I know how to button my coat.
   When I asked Mom if I could go to the store, she said no.
   The father told his children to put their coats on.
   Please put the box of apples over there on the table.

9. Swing – swinging
   Slow – slowing, slowed, slowly
   Hope – hoping, hoped, hopeful, hopeless
   Walk – walking, walked
   Thank – thanking, thanked, thankful, thankless
   Good – goodly, goodness

10. Answers will vary.